This reactive penetrating product forms an insoluble chemical bond to produce a dense sealed surface, with superior hardness, enhanced gloss and slip resistance.
SEAL & SHINE

SlabArmor™ Plus Seal&Shine is a high gloss, stain and wear resistant finish for improving sheen, hardness, and chemical resistance of SlabArmor™ and SlabArmor™ Plus floors. This low VOC reactive penetrating product forms an insoluble chemical bond to produce a dense sealed surface, with superior hardness, enhanced gloss and slip resistance. Best results and coverage will be obtained by cleaning the surface with SlabArmor™ Plus Clean&Condition prior to application.

The unique reactive penetrating properties of SlabArmor™ Plus Seal&Shine ensure that this finish is resistant to blushing and does not yellow, chip, peel, or flake with age and exposure. This easy-to-use finish is tough, mark resistant, fast drying, and non-streaking which provides superior clarity and improved stain resistance. Periodic recoating requires no stripping and surface prep is simplified by the use of SlabArmor™ Plus Clean&Condition prior to application.

SlabArmor™ Plus Seal&Shine is also ideal for ground, honed, and polished surfaces as well as integrally colored, dyed and/or stained concrete as it also enhances the natural color intensity.

MAINTAIN YOUR SLAB

Attain levels of sustainability while maintaining levels of gloss and reflectivity you never thought possible. Achieve results that last while reducing maintenance expenses and upkeep requirements over the life of your floor.

EarthSmart™

MQ Whiteman Concrete Solutions are environmentally neutral compositions. Finish your job secure in the knowledge these products pose no risk to crew members or the environment. A benefit on jobs with LEED requirements.